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Introduction
“Physical education is the most effective means of providing all children and
youth with the skills, attitudes, values, knowledge and understanding for lifelong
participation in society.” The Declaration of Berlin 2013 – UNESCO’s World Sports
Ministers Conference (MINEPS V)

International literature and studies in the field of Physical Education (PE) have increasingly emphasised
the fundamental role of the subject in enhancing students’ health and lifelong participation in physical
activity. There is a long-standing assumption about the role of the Physical Education with its distinct
characteristics of learning experiences in promoting skill, knowledge, attitude, and motivation to
engage our youngsters in lifelong physical activity. At the same time the World Health Organization
(WHO, 2010) places physical inactivity as the fourth leading risk factor for mortality and this concern
should be considered more stringently in the light of the deaths and the disruption brought over by
the COVID-19 pandemic. A life is worth saving always, but PE can also be a contributor to an enhanced
quality of life and to increased wellness.
Massive research has been made by reputable institutions to support governments to close the PE
quality gap and offer a student-centred and inclusive PE. Indeed, UNESCO (2015) has moved from
words to actions and developed a resource package in partnership with the European Commission,
the International Bureau of Education (IBE), International Council of Sport Science and Physical
Education (ICSSPE), International Olympic Committee (IOC), the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP), UNICEF and WHO. The Physical Education Department within the Ministry for
Education embraces the concept and ideas presented by Quality Physical Education (QPE) and will
adapt it to the local scenario.
In the local setting, PE aims to be inclusive and student-centred
as this will foster more student-ownership and identification
with the subject. Each student can perform a physical activity
and / or sport at his/her own level and so the activity needs to
be presented at the level of the individual with adequate
differentiation that will see that each student achieve success.
All students can achieve if the task presented is adequate for
their ability and so students feel included as they feel
competent.
Students need to be given more choice and more voice at
every stage of the learning process. They can choose an
activity, and they can have more student-centred lessons
which adapt more student-centred pedagogies. In simple
words, the subject needs to be built around the student and
not vice-versa. This shift towards the student should not just
be on philosophical terms, but if PE should be vested with the
term quality, then it must walk the talk in practice.
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Vision and Goals of Physical Education
The vision of PE is to create and sustain more active and healthier citizens who take up sport and
physical activity as a way of life and/or as a recreational activity and who are committed to being
healthy throughout their life.
Within schools, it is vital that learners are supported at their level and helped to initiate or keep
engaged in physical activity / sport to sustain an active lifestyle. They learn how to keep healthy by
embracing concepts and making choices that guarantee a better and a more sustained lifestyle. PE
aims to:
•

•
•

make all students physically literate so that they engage in and sustain active and healthy
lifestyles, in school and outside, throughout their life by helping them to move from one sport
/ physical activity to another at different stages of their life;
enhance each student to reach own potential by engaging in activities that are both age and
level specific. The emphasis should reside more on level as age is often misleading;
focus not only, on what is taught (content) but how it is taught (pedagogy) and how this relates
to the global world (authenticity in learning and assessment).

Goals of PE
The goals for PE are based on this vision and are expected to guide all learners to achieve their
maximum potential:
•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

To have fun being active. This implies that the activities that are presented are adequate to the
level of the students and that the students can develop intrinsic motivation as they are engaged
by the activities offered.
To develop a student-centred PE so that all students are at the centre of the subject and the
subject is a tool to help develop physical literacy and increased well-being.
To accept each student, irrespective of gender, race and ability and to adopt differentiation so
that each student feels a sense of inclusion and belonging.
To have a smarter student who is not only better in physical literacy but outperforms a less active
self, generates more focus, better classroom behaviour, reports lower rates of absenteeism and
improves on academic achievement.
To develop commitment and resilience to engage in and lead a healthy and active lifestyle. They
need to learn how to interact positively with others to achieve their goals.
To acquire competences (attitudes, skills & knowledge - ASK) in each of the learning areas that
will enable them to be healthy and active citizens and to participate regularly and safely in
physical activity.
To acquire movement competence that will help them to keep active in at least one sport at a
competitive and / or recreational level and to be responsible for their own fitness.
To understand the factors that contribute to a healthy and active lifestyle and to apply such
competences acquired in everyday life and in their sport.

PE is a tool to help each individual student succeed in his/her own way, to feel that there is always a
level at which he/she can participate and to feel that there are so many sports / physical activities that
can help him/her develop his/her own competences in the subject. Yet, the school should start to lead
the student to be self-determined by achieving elements of autonomy, relatedness and competence
(Deci & Ryan 1985) by providing units of 6-weeks or longer so that the student can develop more indepth learning.
iv

Physical literacy
Physical literacy can be described as a
disposition to capitalize on the human
embodied capability, wherein the individual has
the
motivation,
confidence,
physical
competence, knowledge and understanding to
value and take responsibility for maintaining
purposeful
physical
pursuits/activities
throughout the life course (Whitehead, 2013).
Dudley (2015) provides a model for physical
literacy whereby it is not just achieving
movement competencies, but it also includes
the rules, tactics and strategies whereby
strategy is the most complex skill and needs to
start with the motivation and interests of
students. This implies that physical literacy is
F1: Components of Physical Literacy
not simply about the psychomotor component,
but the cognitive and affective domains are part
of physical literacy (cognitive, affective, psychomotor – CAP). Tremblay et al (2018) consider also a
behavioural issue along CAP as daily behaviour contributes to engender a physically active lifestyle.
Though it is not intended to separate them, it is also important to determine that some students will
develop more in the cognitive part than in the psychomotor part for example, and so the teacher can
determine how to help the individual to consolidate the aspects that are developed and to work on
the aspects that are less developed.
One size does not fit all implies that students don’t fit in boxes and so it is important to realise that
achieving physical literacy is an individual journey for each student, ascertaining that while all students
can achieve it, albeit to various degrees, they cannot do it in the same way and on the same day.
F2: Theoretical framework: Trans-contextual model (Polet et al, 2019)
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Polet et al (2019) clearly drew on motivation theories, to explain how what happens in schools
influences how students decide to be active both in school and after school and so PE is optimally
positioned to affect the lives of thousands of students. For this reason, PE needs to develop the
physical literacy as explained and to inculcate positive feelings that emanate from the sheer
enjoyment of the activity and intrinsic motivation. For example, PE can slowly but steadily challenge
the social structures such as improving girls’ participation in sport and physical activity. Indeed, Telford
et al (2016) showed that girls were already less active than boys, and such disparity got wider through
the years. In addition, the school was itself a contributing source to this disparity. Indeed, PE needs to
have a conscious effort to address such engrained social constructs.
This could help PE to contribute its share towards health literacy. The National Network of Libraries of
Medicine defines health literacy as the degree to which individuals have the capacity to obtain,
process, and understand basic health information and services needed to make appropriate health
decisions. As sports / physical activities contribute to health, PE will promote the health aspect of
being active and be a proactive agent in fighting physical inactivity which to date is the fourth largest
pandemic (Kohl et al 2012).

Wellness
T1 considers the dimension of wellness. Wellness is a multi-dimensional concept and relates to
feeling positive, internal motivation and a sense of fulfilment. It helps to gradually empower the
student as the teacher scaffolds on previous learning to move the student slowly towards selfreliance. Throughout the lesson, the teacher should inculcate such feelings of wellness helping the
students to move towards the right part of the continuum, that is more fit, content, connected,
aware and secure but possibly also passing through periods of insecurity as the student is learning.
However, the insecurity should be temporary as the activities that are presented to the students
need to be chosen for the student such that the student him/herself become the syllabus.
Consequently, each student can scaffold on previously achieved concepts with confidence and
determination.
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T1: Dimensions of wellness indicators (adapted from Bushman, 2017)

Indicator
Dimension

Description
Absent

…………

Present

Physical

Ability to carry out daily activities
with vigour and relative ease

Unfit

…………

Fit

Emotional

Ability to understand feelings, accept
limitations, and achieve stability

Miserable

…………

Content

Social

Ability to relate well to others within
and outside the family unit

Disengaged

…………

Connected

Intellectual

Ability to learn and use information
for personal development

Mindless

…………

Aware

Spiritual

Ability to find meaning and purpose
in life and circumstances

Lost

…………

Secure

Physical Education Areas - Primary
All the areas that are taught in secondary school kick off in the primary. Although such areas are
mentioned, these are not exclusive and students could perform other physical activities / sports if
such activity can be offered at school and the teacher has the required expertise. In the primary
sector the teachers’ roles and responsibilities include the class teacher, the PE teacher and the
learning support educator.
•
•

•

•

Individual Activities: in the form of Athletics, Gymnastics, Dance, Martial Arts and Swimming.
Team Games: lead up games through at least one game using the hands (such as handball), one
game using the feet (such as football) and one game using an implement (such as mini-tennis). All
games need to be taught in mini-versions such as 1v1 or 2v2 and numerical advantage is also
advocated such as keeping possession in 4v0 or 3v1. Yet the teacher will use differentiation as
required.
Fundamentals: All the activities taught in primary will have a high time on task and a good
moderate to vigorous physical activity (MVPA). So fitness will be incorporated in each and every
activity. Yet at this stage, the main emphasis will reside on achieving physical literacy through
Fundamentals and also through the other
Outdoor & Recreational
areas.
Outdoor and Recreational Activities: Students
Individual Activity
will be exposed to the wonderful world of the
Team Game
outdoors. They learn through and in the
outdoors by performing tasks that can help
Fundamentals
them be engaged in physical activity thoughout
their life. Students will also start to learn about
F3: Physical Education Areas in the
and practice recreational activities so that they
Primary LOF
can occupy their freetime with phyiscal activity
since Fenech et al (2020) found that students in
the primary school were more active at school
rather than in their free time.
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Activities that lead to learning
Teaching happens when learning happens and so the teacher needs to look for what the students
learned (outcomes) and not simply at what the teacher delivered (objectives). The teacher needs to
carefully structure lessons in which there is enough repetition for each student to assimilate a
learning outcome so that this can be manifested as a competence (ASK). This leads to the student
being enriched not just by the experience but also by what s/he actually learned. Repetiton is not
implied as mindless repetitions of a task but whereby all the components of a holistic development
are integrated, that is CAP.
Through the PE lessons, the student is a better version of him/herself. Yet not all students start at
the same point and the PE teacher needs to meet each student at his/her level and plan
differentiated activities. The teacher should see how each student improves on his/her level through
activities that are carefully selected for the individual abilities. In this manner differention by
content, process, product and environment or by space, time, task, equipment and people (STEPP).

F4: Differentiation in the PE lessons

Each of the areas in the PE curriculum needs to enrich the experience of each student as multilateral
education is presented. The student has much to gain from practising different activities and sports
at this stage as they need to gain a wide base of skills that is found in many different sports and
physical activities. The teacher needs to make the lesson fun where all are active with a high time on
task and lots of repetitions where the students can explore and learn through guided discovery and
student-centred approaches.

Middle & Secondary PE
Each area within PE lends itself to carefully structured pedagogical frameworks that have been
developed and have been researched thoroughly by international researchers.
Students should learn by playing games and students are always asking about when they should play
the game. For Games, a tactical approach is required. Teaching Games for Understanding (TGFU)
adopts a tactical approach whereby students are presented with a tactical challenge which they need
to improve. The Sport Education (SE) model is very student-centred and apart from engaging in the
specific game as players, students develop also other roles that pertain to the sport. Particularly this
is recommended as from Year 9, although a mix of SE and TGFU is advocated as this helps to take the
best of both worlds. This helps students to get closer to participation in a club as it resembles sports
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seasons. SE could also be used for other sports or physical activities such as Athletics, Gymnastics,
Martial Arts, Fitness … whereby the season ends in a culminating event. The skill-based approach for
games should not be used anymore.
Other pedagogical models include Dance, Outdoor Adventure / Education which are more tailored for
the specific areas whereas Teaching Personal and Social Responsibility and Contemporary Issues in
physical activity and Sport for Peace consider how students make sense of the world around them.
They go beyond mere participation and learning of the required skills, tactics and strategies to critically
consider the implications of various factors, such as why sport is offered in that way, who benefits …
The teacher is encouraged to get familiar with such models and interpret them with a student-centred
approach while relating to reality-based learning, in that learning needs to be authentic. This implies
that learning needs to make sense and can be transferred to settings beyond the school confinements
as an overarching aim is to help students transition from the school to physical activities and sports
that happen outside school.

Pedagogy
Let the main object of this, our Didactic, be as follows: To seek and to find a method of
instruction by which teachers may teach less, but learners may learn more; by which
schools may be the scene of less noise, aversion and useless labour but of more leisure,
enjoyment and solid progress. (Comenius, 1657 p.4, cited in Quennerstedt & Larsson,
2015 p.2)

The target for PE teachers is to explore and endorse pedagogical models that have been successfully
implemented in other countries and which have yielded positive outcomes. They can be applied to
the local context with the desired adjustments while maintaining their characteristics to generate a
more student-centred PE and hence engage and captivate the students in a sport or physical activity
that is taught from the students’ perspective. How we teach is at least as important as what we
teach.
Pedagogy is the art or science of teaching and involves three areas – learning, teaching and
curriculum. Yet, the sage words of Comenius, but also of Dewey (1938) have advocated an education
that is based more on learning rather than on feeding too much information. The traditional method
of teaching based on the banking model (Freire, 2017) has probably been used extensively for better
control and organisation and Bessa et al (2021) conclude that a Sport Education model produces
better results in terms of technical performance, tactical performance, personal and social skills,
sport specific content knowledge and physical activity when compared to a more traditional teacher
centred model. So why focus on teaching when we should really focus on learning?
Or shall we ask where does learning happen? In sport, the term muscle memory is used extensively
but learning happens in the brain and the act of learning is the act of changing the brain (Zull, 2002).
Neuroscience shows how moderate arousal, (implying enjoyment and motivation) need to be
present for learning to happen. Then sport and physical activity will stimulate active learning if
conducted in the right way, that is allowing the student to be actively involved, rather than making
him/her repeat mindless repetitions. Learning is not how much we repeat an action but according to
Warren (1990) it is about recognising the perception to produce a corresponding action and
therefore students need to review the challenge (question) and come up with various solutions
(answers). This is where tactics, strategy and compositional ideas come into play. So, in building
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several neural connections that promote memory, learning is happening inside the brain and it can
be said that learning is more of what happens inside the individual rather than that which happens
outside him/her. It is how the student makes sense of the things that happen around him/her that
ultimately leads to learning, how data is transformed into meaningful knowledge and wisdom that
can be used in the lesson and elsewhere and how that knowledge can now be used to build further
information and adjusted by what Piaget refers to assimilation and accommodation.
Traditionally, behaviourism (Skinner & Pavlov amongst others) has dominated the pedagogy in PE.
Content and activities are prescribed and sequenced, goals and objectives are listed, and positive
reinforcement is used to reward good practices. This is a top-down directive method, which however
provides a one-size fits all recipe.
The student does not live in a bubble but makes connections with the world, his home,
neighbourhood, school, clubs … Ecological theories (Bronfenbrenner, Gibson and others) consider
how the individual develops within the community. The student brings a baggage with him/her to
school and so the teacher cannot apply the banking model of depositing information but needs to
acknowledge that each student is different.
Constructivism (Vygostky, Piaget, Bruner amongst others) is less concerned with the final product
and more oriented towards the process as it supports scaffolding on what the student already
knows. Assessment is not simply confined to the end of the unit but happens all the time, there is no
learning without assessment and there is no assessment without learning. Assessment for Learning
(AfL) (William) aims to teach students by starting on what they know and guide them through, but
the teacher needs to meet each student at his/her own level. Formative assessment (Assessment for
Learning) occurs when teachers use inferences about student progress to inform learners.
Summative assessment (Assessment of Learning) occurs when teachers use evidence of student
learning to make judgements on student achievement against goals and standards. Both approaches
should not be dichotomised by portraying the latter as ‘bad’ or ‘obsolete’ and the former as ‘good’
and ‘trendy’, but both approaches complement each other. Formative assessment helps educators,
determine the next steps during the learning process as the instruction approaches the summative
assessment of student learning but the aim is that all students succeed in PE and why not, all
students should strive to get an ‘A’ in PE.

F5: Components of Holistic Development

Through constructivism, there is more active learning and play-based learning where the cognitive,
emotional and social are added to the physical and so become important aspects of development.
Students adopt problem solving and decision making through a more problem-based learning
approach as they deal with open ended situations and this also leads to metacognition. In this
regard, the teacher needs to be more knowledgeable as s/he needs to deal with various situations
and not just with the prescribed ones. The intention is to acquire deeper understanding and plan for
the students’ individual needs. Within a social constructivist approach, knowledge is socially
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constructed and as the individual student scaffolds on his/her own knowledge to develop a personal
understanding (ZPD with a more knowledgeable other), s/he shares that knowledge with others to
develop a knowledge that makes sense within the realms of school and which is recognisable within
the community. Therefore, students acquire also 21st century skills as they learn how to
communicate, collaborate, be creative and be critical alongside skills such as leadership, initiative,
productivity and flexibility.
So, there is an urgent need to reposition the teacher who assumes a different role. S/he facilitates
and supports rather than dictates and is more concerned about the needs of the students. This does
not imply that the teacher is less important but through critical pedagogy (Freire, Kirk and others)
there is a great need to eradicate all the structures that are impeding all students from growing
further in and through PE. Some students do not even have access to the subject because although
they are present in class, they are absent especially when student voice and student choice is
negated.
Although these approaches have been presented, the teacher needs to use the right approach at the
right moment. This is not intended to be a versus issue but there is a space and time for different
pedagogies to be applied. And surely there are other important theories and perspectives that need
to be considered such as:
•

•
•

•

Mindset (Dweck) It impinges on achieving a growth mindset and seeing challenges as
opportunities to grow and do better rather than remaining stuck in the comfort zone. The
main concept to emphasise is that becoming is better than being. So, all students can
embark on a journey and achieve what they did not manage to achieve yet.
Communities of Practice (Lave & Wenger) It considers how novices move from the
periphery to the core and eventually move to connect with external social networks.
Student-centred learning (O’Neill & McMahon) It considers how students take responsibility
for their own learning and how teachers help students to achieve further growth. It is
concerned with shift in power relations and considers the process more forcefully.
Constraints-led (Newell) This is more sports specific and like other similar theories such as
chaos theory and complex dynamics systems theory considers that the movement produced
is a combination of the individual, task and environmental constraints whereby action is
resultant on perception to achieve a specific movement. These consider the non-linear
approach whereby various constraints do not allow for a simple cause-effect relationship,
but the outcome of movement depends on several factors and so the same results might
not be achieved on successive trials.

It is not the intention to speak about all relevant theories or to go in detail in them but to shed light
on them and then to focus slightly more in detail on the experiential circle or Experiential Learning
(Kolb). Students learn by doing and learn from and with others, so it is not intended that students
learn passively about concepts which could affect their lives. The lesson needs to kick off with an
introductory activity that links to the topic and presents reality to the student. Rather than taking
the centre stage, and start explaining, the teacher needs to throw the task (the challenge) and
students need to have a go at it. Then the teacher needs to take stock of the situation, what are the
students doing well, what do they need to think about and improve? And here the teacher asks
questions and makes the students think by relating to the outcomes. In doing so, the teacher links to
an idea, a tactic, a compositional idea or a strategy. Then the students perform again, this time with
the support of a more knowledgeable other who could be the teacher or other students.
All activities need to be highly contextualised so that the learners see relevance and are engaged in
the process. Transfer of learning occurs when learning is authentic, and students recognise it in
xi

F6: The Four modes of Kolb's Experiential Learning Cycle (adapted from Kolb and Fry, 1975)

realistic settings with which they are familiar. There needs to be a shift from shallow to deep
learning whereby students know why they are doing, what they are doing, how they are doing it,
when it needs to be done and how it needs to be done. The last two relate to space and time (in
team games, dance, gymnastics …) Lesson after lesson the learning circle assumes the semblance of
a spiral curriculum (Bruner) whereby competences are constructed on previously acquired
competences and so each individual student becomes a better version of him/herself.

F7: The evolving PE areas through a spiral Curriculum from Year 1 to Year 11 & Beyond

This spiral, that is our learned competences, eventually become our habits, and when consolidated
further it becomes our DNA. A physical active and healthy lifestyle is bred.
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Technology in PE
Pedagogy can be enhanced by and through technology. Technology can be said to be engrained
within the upcoming generation as they do not know a world without technology. They are
motivated when technology features in their education process. Yet, teachers need to use such tools
to enhance learning and not simply to follow a trend. From using own device with a host of free apps
which are ready to use to heart rate monitors or gps trackers, the teacher has necessary tools to
teach better. Such technological tools are a necessity just like any other equipment which is
fundamental for effective teaching. And so, the teacher can utilise technological pedagogical content
knowledge (Mishra & Koehler, 2006) to create a more student-centred PE whereby students can
move at their own level, detect their improvement and record their performance and possibly
enhance self-determination.

Values
Physical Education is yet another vehicle to enhance students to operate within school and eventually
within a global community. Each community, however small, needs values to operate and values can
be regarded as the implied gateway for action and resilience. Values acquired and nurtured in the PE
setting permeate throughout life students who nurture should values will not only develop better in
PE but will also function better within the larger community:

Achievement – Students invest in themselves. They feel stronger and healthier while they
accumulate more hours of practice and develop their leadership skills. They determine their own level
and commit to improve to achieve higher proficiency levels. They appreciate how different students
can achieve different levels of proficiency in different areas of a sport or physical activity. Some will
go on to seek a life in sport by engaging in sport at national and international level while others will
still be active at a recreational level. Yet, they are all seen to be achievers within the area in which
they decide to participate.

Teamwork – whenever skills, strategies and rules are applied all members of the group need to come
together to achieve greater synergy and to support each other in the achievement of a goal. Be it
simply the student and the teacher or a bigger group which includes other students and possibly the
teacher, these people interact to maximise the performance. The student makes the required
sacrifices that are necessary to prevail and achieve the target. In doing so, the student learns how to
learn better by critically analysing performance and committing to improve further. Dance, Games
and Outdoor Adventure areas help to develop this ability.

Respect – the student needs to start by respecting the self. S/he needs to do his/her best to be better
than his/her older version and that helps him to become a better person. Then s/he needs to respect
others and so his contribution is not owed solely to the self but also to others. When s/he gives his/her
best, s/he is showing a respect for his/her team mates and his/her opponents. Respect implies also
being considerate of others, is attentive to the needs of others and encourages others while s/he
appreciates the contribution of others towards the common good.

Commitment – it is easy to speak about winning or achieving self-actualisation, but it is more difficult
to develop a work-ethic and a drive to do what it takes to achieve such milestones. Goal setting is an
important skill that a student needs to learn in PE so that s/he develops SMART goals that can be
achieved and more importantly that s/he commits fully to achieve them. It is about learning how to
do the extra mile, how to persevere in the face of adversity and how to consider each stumbling block
as a challenge that could be overcome.
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ACHEIVEMENT

COMMITMENT

RESPECT

TEAMWORK

F8: Values which will form the basis of PE

List of Sports / Physical Activities taught at School (Secondary)
T2 suggests a list of sports / physical activities that can be offered in schools to give more choice to
the individual student. This does not imply that they all need to be offered, simply that they could be
included. Yet, throughout any one school year, the student needs to practice four (4) sports /
physical activities, that is one (1) individual sports / physical activities, one (1) team sports / physical
activities, one (1) outdoor / recreational sport and Fitness.
Each of the areas will be allotted approximately (six) 6 weeks so that the school / teacher is given the
flexibility to adopt the programme according to the needs of the students. Yet a minimum of 4 weeks
is required in each area and this exemption may only be used for Outdoor / Recreational. In the case
of Team Games and Individual Activity, only one learning area is used throughout the six-week
period, such as Handball in Team Game and Gymnastics in Individual. If and when possible, however
students need to be given a choice and instead of teaching a class, the teacher could teach those
students within that period who choose the activity offered by the teacher such that one teacher
might be offering Athletics and another teacher might be offering Gymnastics.
However, it is not possible for a single teacher to offer two activities at the same time such as
Football and Volleyball as this impinges badly on the subject and does not allow the students to take
the maximum benefit from the lesson.
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T2: List of Sports / Physical Activities that could be taught in Middle & Secondary schools per Area

Fitness

Team Games

Outdoor / Recreational

Thro’ sports

Invasion

Beach Sports

Callisthenics

Basketball

Trekking

Obstacle Course Racing

Football

Cycling

Pilates

Futsal

Ropes

Yoga

Handball

Camping

Hockey

First aid

Netball

Mini-tennis

Individual Activity

Rugby

Soft archery

Athletics

Net / Court

Team Building

Cross-Country

Badminton

Tent-Pitching

Dance

Padel

Water-based

Duathlon

Table-Tennis

Ultimate

Gymnastics

Tennis

Martial arts

Volleyball

Swimming

Squash

Dodgeball and other elimination games are not part of the listed activities and are not to be practised
during PE lessons.
In accordance with the Sport
Participation Map (Lara-Bercial et al.,
2017) and the Developmental Model
of Sport Participation (Côté, Baker &
Abernethy, 2007) students in middle
and secondary years compare to the
specialisation phase whereby they
need to acquire competences to be
active outside school as athletes or as
healthy and active citizens. So, the
school would be reflecting society, by
appreciating authenticity and teaching
for it.
F9: Sport Participation Map (Lara-Bercial et al., 2017)
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Assessment
Assessment and learning are inseparable. There cannot be one without the other and the formative
aspect will be a leading component in PE lessons. The teacher can only teach when s/he meets the
needs of the students, when s/he acknowledges what they know and carefully plans the next steps
forward. Teaching is not imparting knowledge but seeing what the students know and helping them
improve on what they know.
So, assessment and learning are in constant co-evolution. There is not a specific time when the
student will be assessed but s/he will be assessed throughout the unit as enough evidence is
gathered to determine the level of the student and as such a LO needs to be broken into a number
of Learning Intentions (LI) and Success Criteria (SC) to enable the student to achieve the specific LO.
The LO might be achieved over more lessons and so different LI and SC might be used to achieve the
same LO. In this way learning is distributed across more lessons and the students have more time to
develop the required competences while the teacher is more concerned with mastery, rather than
merely covering of the syllabus or presenting content. The LI is not the activity itself that will be held
throughout the lesson. The LI is what the students should learn at the end of the lesson or lessons
and the activities will be carefully chosen to fulfil the LI. SC, relate to what the students do to
demonstrate that they have learned but although many teachers communicate SC in a very good
way to the students they need to be very much concerned with what students actually do.
The standardised student does not exist. Each student is different because s/he is unique. So,
evidence of learning may need to be collected in different lessons for different students. Within
general PE, each student needs to be pushed to his/her limit, but this implies that some will achieve
the same outcome at different levels, yet both would have achieved. The process is at least as
important as the product as the student learns how to commit to achieve and how to work alone
and / or with others to achieve a specific goal.
Fitness will be considered the most important area as each student is responsible to take care of
his/her fitness both during and after they leave secondary schooling.
In each year, assessment will be held in T3:
T3: Allocation of Marks per Learning Area

Learning Area (LA)

Mark Allocation per LA

Fitness

40%

Individual Activity

20%

Team Game

20%

Outdoor/Recreational

20%

The student will be assessed through LO that best describe the student in that specific area. A total
of twenty (20) LO will be used throughout a scholastic year, precisely five (5) outcomes per Learning
Area. Two (2) outcomes from ‘Holistic Development in Physical Education’ will be selected alongside
three (3) outcomes from the specific LA. Each of the eight (8) LO coming from ‘Holistic Development
in Physical Education’ need to be different, that is a student cannot be assessed on the same LO
within the same year.
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Marks Assigned per LO
Each LO will be assigned marks as per T4 so that the mark is closely linked to the performance in the
LO.
T4: Marks allotted per learning outcome per LA

Learning Area

NA

PA

SA

FA

Fitness

1-2

3-4

5-6

7-8

Individual Activity

1

2

3

4

Team Game

1

2

3

4

Outdoor / Recreational

1

2

3

4

Therefore, a student who in Team Game partially achieves (PA) one (1) outcome, satisfactorily
achieves (SA) two (2) outcomes and fully achieves (FA) another two (2) outcomes will score 16 out of
a maximum of 20 marks. That same student might score between 27 marks and 32 marks in Fitness.
All students who work hard and at least partially achieve each of the outcomes will be awarded a
pass mark as the student will achieve 10 marks out of a possible 20. PE should not be a failing
subject and it is the task of each teacher to scaffold on the abilities of each student. Not achieved
(NA) should be used sparingly and only in cases where students do not achieve the level at all.
All students are able. Our task is to make them aware, improve on and record their ability.
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Physical Education Learning Outcomes (Primary Years)
Area
Fundamentals
F2.1
F2.2
F2.3
F2.4
F2.5
F2.6
F2.7
F2.8
F2.9
F2.10
F2.11
F2.12
F2.13
F2.14
F2.15
F2.16
F2.17
F2.18
F2.19

Topic
Differentiation
Equilibrium
Combination of
Movements
Orientation of
Space & Time
Reaction
Rhythm
Agility
Speed
Throwing
Catching

Learning Outcomes
Year 1
Year 2
I can self-toss and catch a balloon and a scarf.
I can go over and under an implement such as a swimming noodle placed at different heights by the teacher.
I can travel while balancing an implement such as a bean bag on my head without dropping it.
I can balance on one foot while balancing an implement such as a bean bag on different body parts such as knee,
shoulders, and foot.
I can self-toss / bounce an implement such as a scarf, balloon, or a ball perform a body action such as a jumping jack
and catch the implement again.
I can lift my foot over a low obstacle and I can crawl under low obstacles to move in the intended direction.
I can travel faster in a big space and slower in small space.
I can travel as required to go from one spot to another and arrive at a destination.
I can react instantly to a given instruction.
I can roll a ball through my feet, turn and go and catch it fast.
I can throw and catch a ball upon rebound for at least three (3) consecutive times at the same rate.
I can travel as slow as possible such as an inch worm and fast such as a cheetah.
I can travel along different pathways to create letters such as ‘V’, ‘M’, ‘L’ and /or numbers such as ‘0’, ‘4’, ‘7’.
I can create and copy different footwork movements using different implements such as ‘square’, ‘hexagon’.
I can differentiate between running in a straight line and running in between obstacles.
I can throw a ball / implement towards a target.
I can differentiate between underhand and overhand throws.
I can catch a self-tossed ball / implement.
I can catch a large ball thrown at me.

Area
Gymnastics
GY2.1
GY2.2
GY2.3

Animal Travels
Location
Directions

I can perform some animals walks such as duck and seal.
I can perform a skill in self space such as a jump and I can perform another skill in general space such as a roll.
I can travel in different ways such as forward / backward, right / left …
1

GY2.4
GY2.5
GY2.6
GY2.7

Pathways
Weight
transference
Levels
Balance

I can travel from one side to another side of the mat in different ways, using hands, feet and rolls.
I can transfer weight from my feet to different parts of the body.
I can travel at a low, medium and high levels.
I can hold a balance for 3 seconds.

Area
Athletics
A2.1
A2.2
A2.3
A2.4
A2.5
A2.6
A2.7

Runs
Jumps
Throws

I can sprint for 20m in a linear path.
I can start to run from different starting positions.
I can run around an obstacle course circuit.
I can jump for height.
I can jump for distance.
I can perform an underhand throw.
I can perform an overhand throw.

Area
Educational
Dance
D2.1
D2.2
D2.3

Movement

D2.4
D2.5
D2.6

I can follow a range of non-locomotor movements like bend, stretch, twist, turn, jump on the spot, rise/sink, fall.
I can follow a range of locomotor movements such as walk, run, jump, hop, skip, gallop, leap).
I can imitate different balances on different body parts of the body.
I can move safely in space as an individual but in a group-atmosphere using different directions (forward, backward,
and sideways).
I can clap to the rhythm of fast and slow tempo.

Compositional
Ideas

I can repeat four different choreographed movements in response to a variety of music

Trekking
Orienteering

I can trek a 2 km route.
I can find familiar locations within the school.

Area Outdoor
/ Recreational
OR2.1
OR2.2

2

Area
Fundamentals
F4.1
F4.2
F4.3
F4.4
F4.5
F4.6
F4.7
F4.8
F4.9
F4.10
F4.11
F4.12
F4.13
F4.14
F4.15
F4.16

Topic
Differentiation
Equilibrium
Combination of
Movements
Orientation of
Space & Time
Reaction
Rhythm
Agility
Speed

Learning Outcomes
Year 3
Year 4
I can travel as fast as a ball thrown by self and / or others.
I can throw a ball and / or implement as close as possible to a given target such as playing golf, or bocce.
I can balance with a partner at various levels on different body parts.
I can move from one balance to another having different points, i.e. from 5 points to 3 points of contact.
I can travel, turn around a cone 360°clockwise, run, turn around a cone 360° anticlockwise and continue running.
I can jump with a quarter, half or full turn and upon landing perform a skill.
I can travel into open space after passing a ball.
I can travel in general space and upon signal move a colour that is (not) called.
I can react to a ball thrown from behind me while I’m looking forward and I can react to catch the ball.
I can react to a z-ball that is thrown in different ways.
I can time running through partners who are passing a ball to each other without getting hit.
I can copy my partner’s tempo with my movement.
I can travel along different pathways to create letters such as ‘V’, ‘M’, ‘L’ and /or numbers such as ‘0’, ‘4’, ‘7’.
I can create and copy different footwork movements using different implements such as ‘square’, ‘hexagon’.
I can perform speed running exercises such as high knees and quick feet.
I can stop with fast short steps after a sprint (deceleration).

Area
Gymnastics
GY4.1
GY4.2
GY4.3
GY4.4
GY4.5
GY4.6
GY4.7

Animal Walks
Rolls
Balance
Jump
Sequence

I can perform animal movements such as frog jump, donkey kick and bunny jump.
I can perform a roll with control.
I can perform symmetrical and asymmetrical balances.
I can jump and land in a controlled manner.
I can follow a pre-set routine of at least 3 skills that includes a balance, a roll and a jump.
I can perform a sequence using at least two levels (high, medium, low)
I can link one skill with another to connect it with another movement.

Area
Athletics
A4.1
A4.2
A4.3

Runs

I can sprint for 20m with good technique.
I can demonstrate a standing start.
I can run at constant speed for 250m without stopping.
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A4.4
A4.5
A4.6
A4.7

Jumps
Throws

I can differentiate between jumping for height and jumping for distance.
I can jump from one foot and land on two feet.
I can perform a standing throw with follow-through.
I can differentiate between an overhand and underhand throw.

Area
Dance
D4.1
D4.2

Movement

D4.3
D4.4
D4.5
D4.6

Compositional
Ideas

I can travel in space using basic locomotor actions to music or sounds such as skipping, hopping, galloping using
different pathways and levels.
I can perform basic non-locomotor actions to music or sounds such as bending, twisting and turning…
I can perform different shapes with the body such as narrow and wide, curved and round, twisted, symmetrical and
asymmetrical.
I can follow a choreographed dance for at least 4 bars (16 counts)
I can clap to follow the rhythm of different tempo of different music.
I can perform movement in relation to a partner’s reaction (copying-mirroring) adopting different positions (side by
side, behind each other etc.).

Area
Games
G4.1
G4.2
G4.3
G4.4
G4.5
G4.6
G4.7
G4.8

Tactics (Net)

I can explore different passes with my hands and feet such as (bounce, chest pass or inside and outside)
I can dribble a ball while moving in an intended direction.
I can shoot a ball towards a target with my preferred hand / foot.
I can juggle a ball with my hands and / or implement, with the ball allowed to touch the floor between juggles.
I can hit the ball at least three times consecutively against the wall such as 3 sets (volleyball).
I can differentiate between passing the ball or dribbling in a given situation.
I can show myself for the ball to be able to receive a pass.
I can play the ball / shuttle near and far.

Trekking
Orienteering
Tent-Pitching
Team Building
Ultimate Frisbee

I can trek a 2.5 km route.
I can follow basic directions using compass directions.
I can set up a pop-up tent with guidance in a small group.
I can lead and follow in various team building activities.
I can throw a frisbee in the intended direction.

Skills (Invasion)
Skills (Net)
Tactics (Invasion)

Area Outdoor
/ Recreational
OR4.1
OR4.2
OR4.3
OR4.4
OR4.5

4

OR4.6

Area
Fundamentals
F6.1
F6.2
F6.3
F6.4
F6.5
F6.6
F6.7
F6.8
F6.9
F6.10
F6.11
F6.12
F6.13
F6.14
F6.15
F6.16
F6.17

Mini-Tennis

I can bounce the ball on the racket face for a number of consecutive times.

Motor Skills

Learning Outcomes
Year 5
Year 6
I can play two consecutive passes, one short (4m) and one long (10m+)
I can keep possession in numerical advantage by changing sport such as handball, rugby …
I can balance on one foot on a stable surface and tap / circle three markers, one placed in front, one to the side and
one behind.
I can balance and move from one unstable surface to another.
I can receive a pass, dribble and shoot in a fluent way while running.
I can perform four different consecutive movements at various levels (low, medium, high) and different speeds (fast,
slow) such as walk on all fours (bear), turn to walk as a table top, get up, skip from one spot to another and run.
I can position myself in the middle of three (3) or four (4) team mates who are running around me with/out a ball and
I can adjust my position according to their movement to be always in the middle.
I can always position myself in relation to others (i.e. triangle formation with player in possession in a team game and
find personal space in a dance).
I can react to a visual stimulus and perform a required movement.
I can react to a kinaesthetic stimulus (such as a tap on the shoulder) and perform a required movement.
I can vary the rhythm from slow to fast to slow … as required by the situation.
I can pass / dribble very fast and I can pass / dribble at a slower pace.
I can do a T run using the correct pathway and the correct footwork.
I can go over and under things situated in a circuit and run through obstacles.
I can increase speed by using fast short steps in the acceleration phase.
I can run with maximum speed well over the finishing line in a 30m dash.
I can walk, run, jump, leap, dodge …

Actions
Rolls
Balance
Jump
Sequence

I can differentiate between pike, straddle, straight, tuck and star.
I can perform a forward or backward roll from raised or flat surface.
I can hold an inverted balance for 3 seconds.
I can jump, rotate and land in a controlled manner.
I can follow a pre-set routine of at least 5 skills that includes a balance, a roll and a jump and body actions.

Topic
Differentiation
Equilibrium
Combination of
Movements
Orientation of
Space & Time
Reaction
Rhythm
Agility
Speed

Area
Gymnastics
GY6.1
GY6.2
GY6.3
GY6.4
GY6.5

5

I can perform a partner sequence on a mat.
I can perform a creative start and end position to my sequence.

GY6.6
GY6.7

Area
Athletics
A6.1
A6.2
A6.3
A6.4
A6.5
A6.6
A6.7

Runs
Jumps
Throws

I can sprint for 30m with good technique.
I can demonstrate a standing start with staggered feet.
I can pace a 400m without stopping.
I can perform a short run up (1 to 3 steps) and jump for distance.
I can perform a standing broad jump and land on two feet.
I can perform a standing throw with follow-through.
I can perform a two-handed backward throw for distance.

Area
Dance
D6.1
D6.2
D6.3
D6.4
D6.5
D6.6
D6.7
D6.8

Movement

Compositional
Ideas

I can improvise movement according to the music or rhythm.
I can match facial gestures to the different music or dance theme.
I can differentiate my effort such as fast/strong vs slow/light and my weight such strong/heavy vs gentle/light
according to different music or dance theme.
I can dance with a partner or in a group and / or using a stimulus.
I can follow a choreographed dance for at least 4 bars (16 counts) with rhythm and control using facial expressions.
I can follow a choreographed dance with at least two (2) of the following (space, weight, time and flow).
I can dance to at least two (2) genres of music.
I can follow at least two relationships such as in unison, canon, shadowing or mirroring.

Area
Games
G6.1
G6.2
G6.3
G6.4
G6.5
G6.6
G6.7
G6.8

Skills (Invasion)
Skills (Net)
Tactics (Invasion)
Tactics (Net)

I can pass with my dominant hand / foot to a team mate.
I can dribble with my dominant hand / foot while looking forward.
I can hit a ball / shuttle with an implement and send it in the intended direction.
I can pass to a free player in a numerical advantage situation such as 3v1 or 4v2.
I can move to support a player in possession and create a passing angle.
I can receive with an open body (facing the pitch).
I can close one angle for the player in possession.
I can show readiness to receive the ball / shuttle starting in base position.
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I can maintain a rally with a partner in a cooperative way.

G6.9

Area Outdoor
/ Recreational
OR6.1
OR6.2
OR6.3
OR6.4
OR6.5
OR6.6

Area
Swimming
S6.1
S6.2
S6.3
S6.4
S6.5
S6.6

Trekking
Orienteering
Tent-Pitching
Team Building
Ultimate Frisbee
Mini Tennis

I can trek a 3km route.
I can follow basic directions using compass points within school or the surroundings to arrive to a required location.
I can set up and dismantle a pop-up tent in a small group.
I can lead and follow in various team building activities.
I can throw a frisbee and send it into the intended direction and into the designated area.
I can play the ball over a net from a distance of 5 metres to a partner who is standing on the opposite side.

Buoyancy
Water entry

I can scull and tread water using the correct technique for arms and legs.
I can get into the water by diving feet first.
I can swim for 25m with the support of a floating aid.

Strokes
Diving
Safety

I can swim for 15m without the support of a floating aid using one stroke of choice with correct BLABT*.

I can submerge with open eyes below the surface for a few seconds without distress.
I can follow all safety rules in and around the pool.

*(BLABT - Breathing, Legs, Arms, Body, Timing
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Holistic Development in Physical Education
Level 7
Years 7 & 8

Level 8
Years 9 & 10

Level 9
Year 11

Level 10
Gifted & Talented

HD7.1 I can transfer basic skills from
one physical activity to another.

HD8.1 I can transfer basic skills from
one physical activity to various other
activities.

HD9.1 I can transfer complex skills from
one physical activity to another.

HD10.1 I can transfer complex skills
from one physical activity to various
other activities.

HD7.2 I engage in different types of
learning tasks to develop a range of
physical activities.

HD8.2 I engage in different types of
learning tasks to develop a range of
physical activities.

HD9.2 I perform proficiently in different
types of learning tasks to develop a
range of physical activities.

HD10.2 I perform proficiently in
different types of learning tasks to
develop a range of physical activities.

HD7.3 I can observe and describe my
own performance, in basic contexts.

HD8.3 I can observe and describe my
own performance and that of others,
in basic contexts.

HD9.3 I can observe and describe my
own performance in complex contexts.

HD10.3 I can observe and describe my
own performances and that of others in
complex contexts.

HD7.4 I can identify different types of
physical activities that require specific
demands.

HD8.4 I can identify different types of
physical activities that require specific
demands.

HD9.4 I can perform different types of
physical activities that require specific
demands.

HD10.4 I can perform different types of
physical activities in more than four
areas that require specific demands.

HD7.5 I know the basic rules of a range
of activities and use them to participate
in a fair and inclusive way.

HD8.5 I know the basic rules of a range
of activities and use them to
participate in a fair and inclusive way.

HD9.5 I know the complex rules of a
range of activities and use them to
participate in a fair and inclusive way.

HD10.5 I know the complex rules of a
range of activities and apply them to
participate in a fair and inclusive way.

HD7.6 I can communicate with others
respectfully.

HD8.6 I can communicate with others
respectfully and value their opinion.

HD9.6 I can communicate and plan with
others respectfully and value their
opinion.

HD10.6 I can communicate and plan
with others respectfully and adapt my
opinion.

HD7.7 I can describe the changes in my
breathing and body temperature.

HD8.7 I can describe the changes in my
breathing, body temperature and the
way my muscles feel as a result of my
exercise.

HD9.7 I know how my body systems
function together during physical
activity.

HD10.7 I can pace my performance for
the set duration of any physical activity.
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HD7.8 I can measure my heart rate.

HD8.8 I can measure my heart rate
and be aware of how my heart rate
changes in different contexts and over
time.

HD9.8 I can measure my heart rate and
can determine my aerobic and training
zone.

HD10.8 I can measure my heart rate
and can determine my aerobic zone,
training zone and pulse recovery rate.

HD7.9 I can recognise the importance
of carrying out a good warm up and
cool down for each physical activity.

HD8.9 I can identify sport specific
warm up and cool down.

HD9.9 I can perform a sport specific
warm up and cool down.

HD10.9 I can perform a sport specific
warm up and cool down and know the
reverse effects if not done.

HD7.10 I respect the learning abilities,
feelings and choices of others.

HD8.10 I can respectfully listen to
feedback from others.

HD9.10 I can work on feedback given to
improve my performance.

HD10.10 I can work on feedback given
to improve my performance and that of
others.

HD7.11 I can learn more when I am
motivated and enjoying the activity that
I am engaged in.

HD8.11 I can build on previous
experiences in physical activity and
sport to enhance my learning.

HD9.11 I can apply/learn skills in
different contexts.

HD10.11 I can adapt to changing
situations to build resilience.

HD7.12 I can commit throughout a
lesson to achieve a desired target.

HD8.12 I can commit and accomplish a
goal for 6 weeks.

HD9.12 I can commit and accomplish
two or more goals for 6 weeks.

HD10.12 I can modify goals according to
the changing situations.

HD7.13 I can recognise that small
achievements help me stay on task.

HD8.13 I can recognise that small
achievements help me improve my
performance further.

HD9.13 I can challenge myself further to
continue improving.

HD10.13 I can challenge myself further
for the increased demands of
competition.

HD7.14 I can utilise an app to track my
progress in a physical activity or sport.

HD8.14 I can perform skill analysis with
an app to help me improve my
performance in a physical activity or
sport.

HD9.14 I can use apps and video
evidence to improve tactics, strategies
and compositional ideas to improve my
performance.

HD10.14 I can record my performances
and plan to improve by using
appropriate sessions and apps.

HD7.15 / HD8.15 I can collaborate to organise individual and / or group events for
recreation and/or competition.

HD9.15 I can work by myself to help me
achieve an individual and / or group
target.

HD10.15 I can plan, create and organise
an individual or group event with
autonomy.
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HD7.16 / HD8.16 I can recognise how my life benefits from regular physical
activity.

HD9.16 / HD10.16 I can recognise how my life benefits from regular physical
activity and plan to achieve it.

HD7.17 / HD8.17 I can assess my current level of ability in a variety of physical
activities.

HD9.17 / HD10.17 I can assess my current level of ability and that of others in a
variety of physical activities.

HD7.18 / HD8.18 / HD9.18 / HD10.18 I can apply the safety rules of each physical activity.
HD8.19 I know my strengths and
weaknesses and can use them
effectively in physical activity.

HD9.19 I can identify others’ strengths
and weaknesses.

HD10.19 I can identify others’ strengths
and weaknesses and learn from them

HD8.20 I can use positive self-talk for
an individual challenge in physical
activity.

HD9.20 I can prepare mentally for an
event/game/challenge.

HD10.20 I can mental rehearse myself
prior to the actual performance.
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Individual Activity Athletics
Level 7
Years 7 & 8

Level 8
Years 9 & 10

Level 9
Year 11

Level 10
Gifted & Talented

A7.1 I can demonstrate a standing and
3-point sprint start.

A8.1 I can set and use the blocks and
start in a crouch position.

A9.1 I can perform a smooth clearance
off the starting blocks and accelerate to
a maximum velocity in a short time.

A10.1 I can perform all the phases of a
sprint with a high-level technique.

A7.2 I can run, with a basic technique, a
40m, 50m or 60m sprint.

A8.2 I can show acceleration when
running a 40m sprint.

A9.2 I can accelerate and maintain the
speed when running a 40m to 80m
sprint.

A10.2 I can use proper technique in
sprinting with high knees and proper
arm action, finishing off with a dip.

A7.3 I can maintain a pace during a
middle-distance run of 600m to 1000m.

A8.3 I can maintain a good pace when
running a middle distance of 800m to
1000m.

A9.3 I can build up my endurance to run
at a constant pace for a distance
between 1000m to 1500m.

A10.3 I can maintain a constant pace in
a 3000m middle distance run.

A8.4a I can demonstrate a correct
approach, take off and clearing the bar
in high jump.

A9.4a I can demonstrate a high jump
using the Fosbury Flop and/or the
scissors technique while performing all
the phases.

A10.4a I can execute the Fosbury flop
with refined technique.

A8.4b I can perform the sequence of
the approach (5 or 7 steps), take off,
flight and landing in long jump.

A9.4b I can perform a good long jump
technique (9 or 11 steps), with the
proper approach, take-off and landing.

A10.4b I can execute a refined long
jump technique, using either the hitch
kick, sail or hang.

A8.5a I can execute a linear shot-put
technique using a weight between 2kg
and 3kg.

A9.5a I can glide using a shot put of 3kg
or 4kg, while maintaining balance.

A10.5a I can perform a rotational
technique using a shot put of 3kg or
4kg.

A7.4 I can perform a scissors jump
and/or a standing broad jump.

A7.5 I can perform a standing throw
facing the direction of the throw with a
1kg or 2kg implement.

A8.5b I can execute a standing discus
throw using a 500g to 1kg implement.

A9.5b I can perform a discus throw
using a 1kg to 1.25kg implement.
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A10.5b I can perform a discus throw
using a 1.25kg implement with a high
degree of success and consistency.

Educational Dance
Level 7
Years 7 & 8
D7.1 I can perform different nonlocomotor movements in my personal
space (bending, curling, stretching,
twisting, round, curved, narrow/wide,
symmetrical/asymmetrical).

D7.2 I can move in general space using
different locomotor movements
(running, walking, hopping, skipping,
sliding, galloping).

D7.3 I can move in space varying the
spatial level areas, pathways and
directions (Level: high, medium, low;
Pathways: straight, spiral, zig-zag;
Directions: up-down, right-left,
forward-backward, diagonals).

Level 8
Years 9 & 10

Level 9
Year 11

Level 10
Gifted & Talented

D8.1 I can perform movements in time
with the music and keep the rhythm.

D9.1 I can demonstrate original ways to
use weight/force in the routine.

D10.1 I can communicate the
mood/feeling/theme of the dance with
appropriate expression.

D8.2 I can show change in time and
various spatial qualities in the
movements used.

D9.2 I can use space creatively when
planning and performing a dance
routine.

D10.2 I can demonstrate refined
technique when executing movements.

D8.3 I can vary the weight or force
quality in the movements used
(strong-heavy, firm-light, fine-gentle).

D9.3 I can include change in time while
keeping rhythm throughout the dance.

D10.3 I can suggest ways to improve
and refine actions and increase the
quality of performance.
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D7.4 I can hold different balances and
positions on different body parts.

D8.4 I can express an idea or feeling
using movements.

D7.5 I can perform different jumps (2
(two) feet to 2 (two) feet, 2 (two) feet
to 1 (one) foot, 1 (one) foot to 2 (two)
feet, 1 (one) foot to same foot, 1 (one)
foot to other foot).

D8.5 I can perform different
movements using different
relationships with a partner or in a
group (meeting-parting, unison-canon,
matching, mirroring).

D7.6 I can perform movements using
different timing (fast-slow, suddensustained, accelerating-decelerating).

D8.6 I can control body posture in
extension and contraction.

D7.7 I can show a definite starting and
finishing position when performing a
movement pattern.

D9.4 I can execute a dance routine with
energy, confidence, continuity, and
flow.

D10.4 I can analyse the strengths and
weaknesses of a dance routine.

D9.5 I can refine the technique to
perform ‘clean’ movements.

D10.5 I can dance with a partner or in a
group using contact work and simple
lifts.

D9.6 I can plan and present a dance
routine of not less than 45 seconds that
shows body control and expressive
elements.

D10.6 I can use unique ways to connect
and perform a range of different body
actions and movements in the dance
routine of not less than 60 seconds.

D8.7 I can combine and perform a
range of different body actions and
movements in a dance routine of not
less than 30 seconds.

D7.8 I can link different body actions
and movements and perform a short
movement pattern of 32 counts.
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Gymnastics
Level 7
Years 7 & 8

Level 8
Years 9 & 10

Level 9
Year 11

Level 10
Gifted & Talented

GY7.1 I can assume a start and end
position.

GY8.1 I can use all the space and
diagonals in my routine.

GY9.1 I can explore ways of improving a
routine.

GY10.1 I can demonstrate refined
technique in a routine.

GY7.2 I can take weight on hands to
perform an inverted balance, such as
frog stand, tripod, headstand and
handstand.

GY8.2 I can demonstrate appropriate
linking movements when performing
gymnastics actions.

GY9.2 I can move into and out of the
gymnastics actions, skills and balances
fluently whilst showing good weight
transfer.

GY10.2 I can be original in planning a 1minute gymnastics routine showing
movements with consistency, fluency
and clarity.

GY7.3 I can demonstrate an ability to link
a minimum of 8 different actions
(shapes, rolls and balances) with control.

GY8.3 I can perform a 30-second
routine that includes a variety of body
actions (jumps, rolls, balances, rotations
and taking weight on hands).

GY9.3 I can perform a 45 second
gymnastics routine that shows body
control, extension and expressive
elements.

GY10.3 I can show flair, great
expression and confidence when
performing a routine.

GY7.4 I can display a hurdle step when
approaching a spring board/trampoline
and hit the spring board with both feet.

GY8.4 I can demonstrate the correct
technique when approaching a vaulting
apparata or crash mat.

GY9.4 I can show the ability to perform
two linear vaults.

GY10.4 I can perform one rotational
vault.

GY7.5 I can perform different jumps off
a spring board/trampoline such as tuck,
straight, star, pike and straddle jump.

GY8.5 I can land appropriately after a
vault.

GY9.5 I can demonstrate a strong push
and tight form off the vaulting
apparatus.

GY10.5 I can show good height off the
apparatus and a good landing away
from the vault.
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GY7.6 I can perform 4 (four) variations
of balances on different bases such as
bridge/crab, shoulder stand, front scale,
side-scale and arabesque.

GY8.6 I can show different ways of
balancing in pairs using support and
counterbalance.

GY9.6 I can perform different pyramids
in pairs and in groups.

GY7.7 I can land with control, with bent
knees after jumping off a
springboard/trampoline.

GY7.8 I can perform different rolls on a
mat such as egg, pencil, shoulder,
forward, backward and dive.
GY7.9 I can demonstrate basic body
shapes such as straddle, dish, pike, tuck,
front support and back support.
GY7.10 I can start and end different
rolls and balances using different
shapes.

GY8.10 I can perform gymnastics
actions and skills with good body
control, posture and alignment.
GY8.11 I can perform a rotational skill
focusing on shifting the weight from
hands to feet.

GY9.11 I can perform different
rotational skills (cartwheel, round-off,
walkovers).

GY10.11 I can perform skills with a
controlled take-off and landing
position.

GY10.12 I can perform rotational vaults
showing clear execution throughout all
the phases of the jump.
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Martial Arts
Level 7
Years 7 & 8
MA7.1 I can demonstrate proper
movement and technique while
performing a Forward Break-Fall.
MA7.2 I am able to fall from a low-level
height onto a soft surface (starting
from an upright knee position and
landing flat onto a Crash Mat or Tatami
Mat) and perform a defensive
manoeuvre (keeping legs closed and/or
defend against an opponent’s kick to
my body).
MA7.3 I am able to memorize and
perform at least 6 moves of pre-set
Combat Choreography sequence (Kata
/ Taegeuk) with energy, confidence,
continuity and flow and adopt correct
traditional martial art stances, blocks
and striking techniques to defend
themselves against an imaginary
opponent/s.
MA7.4 I am able to apply non-deadly
force and execute 1-2 grappling
evasion techniques (by demonstrating
correct body positioning and joint
manipulations) to defend myself
against an opponent offering
loose/light resistance.

Level 8
Years 9 & 10

Level 9
Year 11

Level 10
Gifted & Talented

MA8.1 I can demonstrate proper
movement and technique while
performing a Forward Break-Fall (after
being gently pushed by an opponent).

MA9.1 I can demonstrate proper
movement and technique while
performing a Forward Break-Fall (after
being gently pushed by an opponent).

MA10.1 I can demonstrate proper
movement and technique while
performing a Forward Break-Fall (after
being pushed by an opponent).

MA8.2 I am able to fall from a mediumlevel height onto a soft surface
(starting from a high squat position
and landing flat onto a Crash Mat or
Tatami Mat) and perform a defensive
and/or evasive manoeuvre (defend
against an opponent’s kick to my body
and/or perform a forward shoulder
roll).
MA8.3 I am able to memorize and
perform at least 10-12 moves of pre-set
Combat Choreography sequence (Kata /
Taegeuk) with energy, confidence,
continuity and flow and adopt correct
traditional martial art stances, blocks
and striking techniques to defend
themselves against an imaginary
opponent/s.
MA8.4 I am able to apply non-deadly
force and execute 3 grappling evasion
techniques (by demonstrating correct
body positioning and joint
manipulations) to defend myself
against an opponent offering
loose/light resistance.

MA9.2 I am able to fall from a medium
or high-level height onto a semi-hard
surface (starting from a high squat or
standing position and landing flat onto
a Tatami Mat or Play Mat) and perform
a defensive and/or evasive manoeuvre
(defend against an opponent’s kick to
my body and/or perform a forward
shoulder roll).
MA9.3 I am able to memorize and
perform at least half of a pre-set
Combat Choreography sequence (Kata /
Taegeuk) with energy, confidence,
continuity and flow and adopt correct
traditional martial art stances, blocks
and striking techniques to defend
themselves against an imaginary
opponent/s.
MA9.4 I am able to apply non-deadly
force and execute 4 grappling evasion
techniques (by demonstrating correct
body positioning and joint
manipulations) to defend myself
against an opponent offering
loose/light to moderate resistance.

MA10.2 I am able to fall from a highlevel height onto a semi-hard or hard
surface (starting from an upright
standing position and landing flat onto
a Grass or Hard Floor surface) and
perform a defensive and evasive
manoeuvre (defend against an
opponent’s kick to my body and
performing a forward shoulder roll).
MA10.3 I am able to memorize and
perform a complete pre-set Combat
Choreography sequence (Kata /
Taegeuk) of not less than 20 moves
with energy, confidence, continuity
and flow and adopt correct traditional
martial art stances, blocks and striking
techniques to defend themselves
against an imaginary opponent/s.
MA10.4 I am able to apply non-deadly
force and execute 5 grappling evasion
techniques (by demonstrating correct
body positioning and joint
manipulations) to defend myself
against an opponent offering moderate
resistance.
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MA7.5 I can demonstrate 2 Traditional
and/or Combat blocking techniques
(against an imaginary opponent) either
on a static and/or travelling stance. I
can also explain the application of each
block in a self-defence situation.

MA8.5 I can demonstrate 3 Traditional
and/or Combat blocking techniques
(against an imaginary or real opponent)
on both static and travelling stances. I
can also appraise my performance
(through self-assessment) and identify
my strengths and weaknesses.

MA7.6 I am able to strike a (medium to
high level) soft stationary target with
both my fists (with correct thumb
positioning and striking with the first
two knuckles) and/or open palms by
adopting adequate stances, timing,
power and expression of energy.

MA8.6 I am able to strike a (medium to
high level) soft stationary target with
both my fists (with correct thumb
positioning and striking with the first
two knuckles) and open palms by
adopting adequate stances, timing,
power and expression of energy. I am
also able perform (medium level) front
kicks with both legs (using the correct
striking area - ball of the foot).

MA7.7 I am able to perform the
Forward/Side and Backwards break
falls with assistance from a static
crouched position on judo mats
(Tatami) whilst demonstrating control.

MA8.7 I am able to perform the
Forward/Side
and Backwards break falls from a
standing position unassisted and in
motion with control.

MA7.8 I am able to perform one hip
throw (O-Goshi) / one Shoulder throw
(Ippon-Seoi-Nage) and one leg throw
(De-Ashi-Barai) with assistance and in
slow motion.

MA8.8 I am able to perform OGoshi/Ippon-Seoi-Nage and De-AshiBarai on the move without assistance
and with light resistance.

MA9.5 I can demonstrate 5 Traditional
and/or Combat blocking techniques
(against an opponent) on both static
and travelling stances. I can also
evaluate and my partner’s performance
(through peer-assessment).
MA9.6 I am able to strike a (medium to
high level) target (soft and/or semihard, stationary and/or moving) with
both my fists (with correct thumb
positioning and striking with the first
two knuckles) and open palms by
adopting adequate stances, timing,
power and expression of energy. I am
also able perform (medium level) front
and semi-round kicks with both legs
(using the correct striking area - ball of
the foot and instep).
MA9.7a I am able to perform the break
falls 3 times consecutively, in fast
motion, unassisted with control.
MA9.7b I can perform break falls whilst
being thrown by my partner effectively
breaking my fall.
MA9.8 I am able to perform OGoshi/Ippon-Seoi-Nage and De-AshiBarai on the move against an opponent
during Randori offering moderate to
high resistance.
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MA10.5 I can demonstrate 6
Traditional and/or Combat blocking
techniques (against an opponent) on
both static and travelling stances. I can
also assess correctly each technique
and peer-coach others.
MA10.6 I am able to strike a (medium
to high level) moving target (soft
and/or semi-hard) with both my fists
(with correct thumb positioning and
striking with the first two knuckles) and
open palms by adopting adequate
stances, timing, power and expression
of energy. I am also able perform
(medium to high level) front and semiround kicks with both legs (using the
correct striking area - ball of the foot
and instep).

MA10.7 I can perform all break falls
effectively whilst being thrown
forcefully by my opponent during a
practice bout (Randori) when I least
expect it.

MA10.8 I am able to perform a
combination and a counter to a
number of throws of my choice against
an opponent offering high resistance.

MA7.9 I am also able to perform two
hold downs, namely Hon-Kesa-Gatame
(Scarf hold) and Kuzure–Kesa-Gatame
(Broken scarf hold) and hold my
opponent down for 10-15s whilst
he/she offers maximum resistance.

MA9.9 I am able to perform OGoshi/Ippon-Seoi-Nage and De-AshiBarai after first having thrown my
partner who offers moderate to high
resistance and followed through with
the hold down without any loss of
control.

MA8.9 I can perform Kesa and KuzureKesa-Gatame in a Ne –Waza Randori
and hold my opponent down for a full
25s against full resistance.
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Swimming
Level 7
Years 7 & 8

S7.1 I can dive into the pool.

Level 8
Years 9 & 10

Level 9
Year 11

Level 10
Gifted & Talented

S8.1 I can take off the blocks by using
either the grab or track start.

S9.1 I can take off the blocks by using
either the grab or track start and
resurface after a minimum of 5 metres.

S10.1 I can take off the blocks, dive,
perform
the
appropriate
body
movement (arm pulls and dolphin kicks)
and resurface after a minimum of 10
metres but not more than 15 metres.

S7.2 I exhibit basic water safety
practices in and around the pool area.

S8.2 I can demonstrate an ability to
‘rescue’ a partner with a rigid and a nonrigid aid from the edge of a pool.

S7.3 I can submerge to the bottom of
the pool and resurface without stress.

S8.3 I can submerge and resurface
without stress while diving through a
hoop submerged at a depth of 2 metres.

S7.4 I can perform basic rotations in the
water.

S8.4 I can perform a controlled open
turn.

S9.2 I can demonstrate how to wear a
life jacket and keep a proper ‘heat
escape lessening position (H.E.L.P.)’
whilst in the water.
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S9.4 I can do a controlled flip turn.

S10.2a I can demonstrate how to put on
a life jacket with the feet off the pool
floor and perform a proper H.E.L.P.
position.
S10.2b I can jump into the pool with
casual attire and swim a distance of 25
metres.

S7.5 I can push and glide, face down/up,
whilst keeping my body streamlined for
a distance of 5 (five) metres.

S7.6 I can swim a front crawl technique
(Breathing, Legs, Arms, Body, Timing BLABT) for a distance of 25 metres.

S8.5 I can push, glide and swim a breast
stroke technique for a distance of 25
metres (BLABT).

S8.6 / S8.7 I can push, glide and swim a
front crawl and a backstroke technique
for a distance of 25 metres (BLABT) with
greater efficiency.

S9.5 / S9.6 / S9.7 I can push, glide and
swim a front crawl, backstroke and
breaststroke for a distance of 50 metres
(BLABT).

S10.4 / S10.5 / S10.6 / S10.7 I can push,
glide and swim front crawl, backstroke
and breaststroke techniques for a
distance of 50 metres and perform the
appropriate turns (BLABT).

S7.7 I can swim a backstroke technique
(BLABT) for a distance of 25 metres.

S9.8 I can perform the backstroke start
and resurface after a minimum of 5
metres.

S8.8 I can perform the backstroke start.
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S10.8 I can perform the backstroke
start, submerge by using the
appropriate body movement and
resurface after a minimum of 10 metres
but not more than 15 metres.

Fitness
Level 7
Years 7 & 8

Level 8
Years 9 & 10

Level 9
Year 11

FI7.1 I can differentiate between the
following types of fitness components:
Strength; Speed; Agility; Flexibility;
Stamina.

F18.1 I can identify at least three
activities aimed to improve each of the
following types of fitness components:
Strength; Speed; Agility; Flexibility;
Stamina.

FI9.1 I can identify at least four
activities aimed to improve each of the
following types of fitness components:
Strength; Speed; Agility; Flexibility;
Stamina.

FI8.2 I can understand the principles of
training of progression, overload and
individualization in order to improve
the level of fitness.

FI9.2 I can understand and apply the
principles of training of specificity,
progression, overload and
individualization in order to improve
the level of fitness.

FI10.2 I can understand the principles
of training of progression, overload,
individualization and reversibility, in
order to improve the level of fitness,
and can apply these principles to plan
adequately a personal training
program for several weeks.

FI9.3 I can plan and perform a set of
exercises designed to improve strength
correctly with or without equipment
focusing on specific muscle groups
(such as plank T-rotation, leg raises,
cossack squats, triceps push ups ...).

FI10.3 I can perform and assess
correctly various body weight exercises
designed to improve strength, whilst
being able to plan a functional strength
circuit specific to the age and ability of
different individuals.

FI7.2 I can understand the principles of
training of individualisation and
overload in order to improve the level
of fitness.

FI7.3 I can perform various body weight
exercises with the required technique
aiming to improve strength (8-12
repetitions) such as lunges, squats,
crunches, other strength exercises and
planks using appropriate time.

FI8.3 I can follow a set of exercises
designed to improve strength correctly
with or without equipment focusing on
specific muscle groups (such as
commando plank, reverse crunches,
lateral squats, push ups ...).
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Level 10
Gifted & Talented
FI10.1 I can identify a variety of ways
how I can improve each of the
following types of fitness components:
Strength; Speed; Agility; Flexibility;
Stamina.

FI7.4 I can demonstrate proper
movement and technique in exercises
designed to improve speed (at least by
being able to sprint effectively 20m –
start facing forward).

FI8.4 I can demonstrate proper
movement and technique in exercises
designed to improve speed (at least by
being able to sprint effectively 20m performing two basic starts: facing
forward and facing laterals).

FI9.4 I can demonstrate proper
movement and technique in exercises
designed to improve speed (at least by
being able to sprint effectively 20m performing three basic starts: facing
forward, facing laterals and facing
backwards).

FI7.5 I can demonstrate proper
movement and technique in exercises
designed to improve agility at least by
being able to change direction
effectively [135°-90°] after an 8m
acceleration on both feet.

FI8.5 I can demonstrate proper
movement and technique in exercises
designed to improve agility at least by
being able to change direction
effectively [45-90°] after a 10m
acceleration on both feet and
transforming movement from a burpee
to lateral shuffles.

FI9.5 I can demonstrate proper
movement and technique in exercises
designed to improve agility at least by
being able to change direction
effectively [45°-180°] after a 20m
acceleration on both feet.

FI7.6 I can demonstrate proper
movement and technique in exercises
designed to improve flexibility at least
by correctly performing a minimum of
two dynamic and two static stretching
exercises.

FI8.6 I can perform individually a
minimum of four dynamic and four
static stretching exercises, in order to
improve my flexibility.

FI9.6 I can perform individually a series
of dynamic and static stretching
exercises, in order to improve my
flexibility. I can perform an adequate
warm up specific to the activity I am
involved in.

FI7.7 I can complete exercises designed
to improve stamina by being able to
complete a given workout involving
four different exercises/running using a
suitable work: rest ratio such as 30:30,
35:25 and 40:20.

FI8.7 I can complete exercises designed
to improve stamina by being able to
complete a given workout involving six
different exercises/running using a
suitable work: rest ratio such as 30:30,
35:25, 40:20, 45:15 and 20:10.

FI9.7 I can plan and perform exercises
designed to improve stamina by being
able to complete a given workout
involving eight different
exercises/running using a suitable work:
rest ratio such as 30:30, 35:25, 40:20,
45:15 and 20:10.
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FI10.4 I can demonstrate proper
movement and technique in exercises
designed to improve speed (at least by
being able to sprint effectively 20mperforming three basic starts: facing
forward, facing laterals and facing
backwards; and, by being able to react
fast to different stimuli- acoustic, visual
and kinaesthetic stimuli).
FI10.5 I can demonstrate proper
movement and technique in exercises
designed to improve agility at least by
being able to change direction
effectively [45°-180°] after a 20m
acceleration on both feet, and by being
able to use agility properly in game
situations.
FI10.6 I can perform individually a
series of dynamic and static stretching
exercises, in order to improve my
flexibility. I can perform and
adequately plan a specific warm up
relevant to the activity I am involved
in.
FI10.7 I can complete exercises
designed to improve stamina at least
by being able to complete a 10-minute
workout involving ten different
exercises/running using a 40:20
seconds work: rest ratio.

FI7.8 I can distinguish between sets and
repetitions.

FI8.8 I can perform two to three sets (812 reps /set) with adequate rest
between each set.

FI9.8 I can perform two to three sets (812 reps / set) with adequate rest
between each set using 2-2 counts for
each repetition, such as 2 counts down
and 2 counts up.

FI8.10 I can monitor fitness using R.P.E.
(Rate of perceived exertion -Borg’s
Scale), in order to evaluate if one is
participating in moderate to vigorous
physical activities (M.V.P.A.).

FI9.10 I can monitor fitness using R.P.E.
(Rate of perceived exertion -Borg’s
Scale), and can record my heart rate
during activity, in order to determine
the level of intensity of the activity at
hand.

FI7.9 I can identify at least two
activities which are aimed to improve
each of the fitness components
outlined above.
FI10.10 I can monitor fitness using data
from various resources (such as heart
rate monitors, GPS and R.P.E. - Borg’s
Scale), and can analyse the results of
such data, in order to improve.
FI10.11 I can perform and identify
exercises which are designed to
improve explosive strength (power),
static strength (isometric strength),
and dynamic strength (strength
endurance).
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Sport Education Model
Level 7
Years 7 & 8

Level 8
Years 9 & 10

SE7.1 I can generate satisfaction from
playing and engaging in a team.

SE8.1 I can generate a good level of
intrinsic motivation and a sense of
relatedness when performing in a team.

SE7.2 I can assume a non-playing role
such as a coach, referee, kit manager
within a mini-version of the game
throughout the whole season.

SE8.2 I can cooperate with other
members within the team having nonplaying roles so that the team functions
well throughout the season.

SE7.3 I can prepare for competition and
show commitment in training and in
games to improve myself.

SE8.3 I can prepare for competition by
training and playing in the positions
required by the team.

Level 9
Year 11
SE9.1 I can feel very intrinsically
motivated and have a great sense of
commitment towards other team
members and I work hard to improve
my competence.
SE9.2 I can be a positive member within
the team by performing my non-playing
duty irrespective of results and show
commitment towards the team.
SE9.3 I feel competent to play at a
competitive level and I feel I have what
it takes to keep on improving in my
game.

Level 10
Gifted & Talented
SE10.1 I can be fully committed to
perform by engaging in both attacking
and defensive duties and feeling
ownership of the team.

The LO in this section can be used in conjunction with Invasion and Net Games such that a maximum of two outcomes can be selected from this area and at least one
outcome is selected from either Invasion or Net Games.
Sport Education Model can also be used with other Learning Areas.
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Invasion Games
Level 7
Years 7 & 8

Level 8
Years 9 & 10

Level 9
Year 11

Level 10
Gifted & Talented

IG7.1 I can give appropriate passes to a
free player.

IG8.1 I can give a variety of short and
medium passes, by applying the correct
pace on the ball, to a free player.

IG9.1 I can give and receive a variety of
passes (short, medium and long passes)
with the correct technique.

IG10.1 I can give and receive a variety
of passes with a high degree of success
and consistency.

IG9.2 I can help my teammates to keep
possession (up to a 4vs4 situation) by
using width and depth, by creating
support angles and by creating space
for myself or for my team-mates.

IG10.2 I can help my teammates to
keep possession (up to a 4vs4
situation) by using width and depth, by
creating various lines and support
angles and by offering proper support.

IG7.2 I can support a player in
possession at an angle.

IG7.3 I can attack the defender and / or
space at the right time and with the
correct rhythm.

IG8.2 I can help my teammates to keep
possession (up to a 4vs4 situation) by
creating supporting passing angles, and
by passing and receiving the ball at the
right time and with the correct
technique.
IG8.3 I can attack a defender and fill in
an open space at the right time and
with the correct rhythm (as
feinting/dodging/deception), and finish
at the scoring target with the right
technique.

IG7.4 I can create space and scoring
opportunity.

IG8.4 I can free myself and create
scoring opportunities, by performing a
variety of individual runs.

IG7.5 I can defend well by correctly
positioning myself in relation to the
ball, opponent/s and goal.

IG8.5 I can defend well in a 1vs1
situation by correctly positioning myself
side on and close to my opponent,
whilst directing him/her on one side.

IG9.3 I can exploit a 1vs1 situation in
attack and finish at the scoring target
with the right technique and
determination.
IG9.4 I can create space and scoring
opportunities, by performing a variety
of individual runs or by collaborating
with my teammates (as switching
positions).
IG9.5 I can defend well in a 1vs1 and
2vs2 situation with the correct technical
and tactical principles.
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IG10.3 I can exploit a 1vs1 situation in
attack and finish at the scoring target
with a high degree of success and
consistency.

IG10.4 I can exploit a 2vs2 situation in
attack, by using a number of
combinations (as the overlap,
backdoor or the wall pass).

IG10.5 I can help my team-mates to
win the ball immediately after it is lost,
by performing fast defensive
transitions.

IG7.6 I have the right attitude to win
the ball.

IG8.6 I can defend well in a 2vs2
situation by pressing at the right time or
providing cover to the pressing player.

IG9.6 I can defend in numerical
disadvantage (delay) as in 1vs2 or 2vs3.

IG10.6 I can defend well in a 1vs1up to
a 4vs4 situation with the correct
technical and tactical principles.

IG7.7 I can press or provide cover to
prevent scoring.

IG8.7 I can anticipate the ball at the
correct time.

IG9.7 I can anticipate the ball at the
right time by positioning myself well
according to position of the ball and the
opponent.

IG10.7 I can help my team-mates to
exploit the defensive disorganization of
the opponents, by performing fast
offensive transitions.

IG9.8 I can help my teammates to
provide press, cover and balance during
the defensive phase.

IG10.8 I can defend in numerical
disadvantage (delay) as in 1vs2 or 2vs3,
with a high degree of success and
consistency
IG10.9 I can help my teammates to
provide press, cover and balance
during the defensive phase, with a high
level of success and consistency.
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Net Games
Level 7
Years 7 & 8

Level 8
Years 9 & 10

Level 9
Year 11

Level 10
Gifted & Talented

NG7.1 I can play a service over the net
into the opponents’ area.

NG8.1 I can serve the ball/shuttle over
the net and send it in the intended
direction.

NG9.1 I can serve the ball/shuttle
sending it in the intended direction
(accuracy) in a designated area.

NG10.1 I can purposefully vary the
service to send it in the intended
direction (accuracy) in a designated
area with a high degree of success and
consistency.

NG7.2 I can play cooperatively with a
player to maintain a rally
(badminton/tennis).

NG8.2 I can consistently play different
skills to maintain a rally
(badminton/tennis).

NG9.2 I can play the appropriate skill to
build an attack (badminton/tennis).

NG10.2 I can use a wide repertoire of
shots / passes to set up an attack with a
high degree of success and consistency.
(badminton/tennis)

NG7.3 I can participate cooperatively in
a passing game activity (volleyball).

NG8.3 I can consistently play the set
pass and the dig to a teammate in a
static/semi-active situation (volleyball).

NG9.3 I can play the appropriate skill to
pass the ball to a teammate to build an
attack (volleyball).

NG10.3 I can play the correct
technique to pass the ball to a
teammate to build an attack with a
high degree of consistency and success
(volleyball).

NG7.4a I can move to and from base in
a modified space to hit the ball/shuttle.
NG7.4b I can show awareness of ready
position.

NG7.5 I can play basic techniques/skills
in static/semi active situations.

NG10.4 I can constantly move to and
from base, play the correct technique
to hit the ball / shuttle with a high
degree of success and consistency.

NG8.4 I can move to and from base and
assume ready position after each hit.

NG8.5a I can play various attacking and
defending techniques/skills.

NG9.5a I can play the correct defensive
skill and be in a ready position to make
a defensive play.

NG8.5b I can play an attacking
technique to score a point.

NG9.5b I can use a wider repertoire of
shots/passes to set up an attack.

NG8.6 I can adapt to different playing
positions (volleyball).
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NG10.5 I can purposefully select and
play successfully various
techniques/skills in a game context
with a high degree of success and
consistency.

NG9.7 I can deny space to the
opponent where the ball can be played.
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Outdoor
Level 7
Years 7 & 8
OR7.1 I can cooperate in a group during
team building activities.

OR7.2 I can coil a 4-5 metre rope in
such a way that it is easily accessible
and untangled.

Level 8
Years 9 & 10

Level 9
Year 11

OR8.1 / OR9.1 I can show the necessary skills and attitude needed to work in a
group during team building activities.

OR9.2 I can coil a rope and do any
four basic knots (double figure of
eight, stop knot, bowline knot reef
knot, constrictor knot, half hitch
knot).

OR8.2 I can coil a rope and do any two
basic knots (double figure of eight, stop
knot, bowline knot, reef knot,
constrictor knot, half hitch knot).

Level 10
Gifted & Talented
OR10.1 I have the necessary skills and
attitude needed to work in a group
during team building activities.

OR10.2 I can do basic knots and have
knowledge of when to use them
(double figure of eight, stop knot,
bowline knot reef knot, constrictor
knot, half hitch knot).

OR7.3 / OR8.3 / OR9.3 / OR10.3 I can recall the emergency number, call 112 and give the required information to the authorities.

OR7.4 I can distinguish between soft
tissue and hard tissue injuries.

OR8.4 I can identify soft tissue injuries
such as sprains, strains, bruises, cuts
and abrasions.

OR9.4 I know how to treat soft tissue
injuries such as sprains, strains,
bruises, cuts and abrasions.

OR10.4 I can take precautionary
measures against environmental
injuries.

OR7.5 I can safety check my (mountain)
bike and ride it for 10 minutes in a safe
environment.

OR8.5 I can shift the gears effectively
when riding a bike and perform the
correct pedalling technique whilst
cycling continuously for 25 minutes.

OR9.5 I can cycle on different terrains,
interpret road signs and adhere to
road safety regulations whilst cycling
for 25-35 minutes.

OR10.5 I can change a flat tyre, check
my bike for safety, cycle on different
terrains, interpret road signs and
adhere to road safety regulations and
etiquette when cycling for 45 minutes
in a small group.

OR7.6 I can use a compass and a map to
travel from one point to another

OR8.6 I can mark and identify the main
landmarks of a 3-5km route on a map
by using the compass.

OR9.6 I can use and interpret the
readings of a mobile ‘application’
(GPS) that is aimed for trekking.

OR10.6 I have in-depth knowledge of
the requirements for outdoor related
activities.
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OR7.7 I can trek a 4km route.

OR8.7 I can trek a 5km route.

OR7.8 I can identify the main parts of a
tent, namely; the flysheet, guy lines,
pegs, pegging points, runner and
ground sheet.

OR8.8 I can assemble and dismantle a 2
or 3-man tent in a small group.

OR9.7 I can trek a route of 6km.

OR9.8 I can choose an ideal location to
pitch a tent outdoors and assemble it in
a small group.

OR10.7 I can trek a route of 8 km and
have a good understanding and
knowledge of outdoor manners.
OR10.8 I can choose an ideal location
to pitch a tent outdoors and assemble
and dismantle it in a small group.
OR10.9 I can mark a route on a map by
using the compass and compare my
findings with the readings of a mobile
‘application’ (GPS) that is aimed for
trekking.

OR7.9 I can pitch a tent while working
in a small group.

OR8.10 I can follow the correct first aid
procedure (3Cs) - Check the
surroundings, Call for help, Care for the
person.

OR9.10 I can prepare and check the
contents of a first aid kit for outdoor
activities.
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OR10.10 I can prepare a first aid kit for
outdoor activities and know how to
attend to outdoor related injuries.

Recreation Mini Tennis / Beach Racquet Games
Level 7
Years 7 & 8

Level 8
Years 9 & 10

Level 9
Year 11

Level 10
Gifted & Talented

OR7.11 I can play the forehand stroke
over the net.

OR8.11 I can play the ball over the net
into a designated area.

OR9.11 I can keep a rally going on.

OR10.11 I can constantly play the ball
with a high degree of success and
accuracy.

OR7.12 I can play the backhand stroke
over the net.

OR8.12 I can play the ball away from my
opponent.

OR9.12 I can choose the best stroke
(forehand or backhand) according to the
trajectory of the ball and my position on
court.

OR10.12 I can constantly adjust my
position on court to play effectively.

Ultimate Frisbee
Level 7
Years 7 & 8
OR7.13 I can throw a disc whilst
standing in a stationary position and
without pressure.
OR7.14 I can catch a disc and stop it
from spinning whilst standing in a
stationary position and without
pressure.

Level 8
Years 9 & 10

Level 9
Year 11

OR8.13 I can catch a leading pass while
on the run.

OR9.13 I can catch a leading pass from
different heights on the run while under
pressure.

OR10.13 I can consistently catch a
leading pass from different heights
while under pressure.

OR9.14 I can throw a disc at different
heights to a moving target while under
pressure.

OR10.14 I can consistently throw the
disc to a moving target at different
heights while under pressure.

OR8.14 I can throw a disc to a moving
target.
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Level 10
Gifted & Talented

Archery
Level 7
Years 7 & 8

Level 8
Years 9 & 10

Level 9
Year 11

OR7.15 I can shoot at a target from a
distance of 5m.

OR8.15 I can shoot at a target from a
distance of 50m.

OR9.15 I can shoot at a target from a
distance of 55m.

OR7.16 I can determine the dominant
eye and hold the bow in the nondominant side of the eye

OR8.16 I can assume the correct body
stance when shooting at a target.

OR9.16 I can assume the correct body
stance, draw the bow, aim, and release
correctly.
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Level 10
Gifted & Talented
OR10.15 / OR10.16 I can assume a
correct body stance, draw the bow, aim
and release to hit the target with a high
degree of consistency and success.

